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ABSTRACT
A novel construction method is proposed to construct multi-mode deployable polyhedron mechanisms
(DPMs) using symmetric spatial RRR compositional units, a serial kinematic chain in which the axes of the
first and the third revolute (R) joints are perpendicular to the axis of the second R joint. Single-loop
deployable linkages are first constructed using RRR units and are then assembled into polyhedron
mechanisms by connecting the single-loop linkages using RRR units. The proposed mechanisms are overconstrained and can be deployed. The prism mechanism constructed using two Bricard linkages and six RRR
chains has one degree-of-freedom (DOF). When removing three of the RRR chains, the mechanism will have
one additional 1-DOF motion mode. The DPMs based on 8R and 10R linkages also have multiple modes, and
several mechanisms have variable-DOF. The DPMs can switch among different motion modes through
transition positions. Prototypes are 3D-printed to verify the feasibility of the mechanisms

1 INTRODUCTION
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Deployable mechanisms (DMs), which can change their shapes and sizes to
facilitate transportation and storage, have been applied in both aerospace and daily life.
A number of DMs has been designed, including deployable single-loop linkages [1-3] and
deployable polyhedron mechanisms (DPMs) [4-9].
Mechanisms with multiple modes refer to those that can switch their motion
modes through transition configurations [10-14]. These mechanisms can adapt to
different tasks and environments even though they have few DOFs. Related research also
includes metamorphic mechanisms [15], kinematotropic mechanisms [16-18] and
discontinuity movable mechanisms [19].
Combining DMs and mechanisms with multiple modes, several multi-mode DMs
were proposed. A reconfigurable and deployable mechanism constructed using 1-DOF
mechanisms that has four assembly modes was discussed in [20]. Using variable revolute
(R) joints, a group of reconfigurable and deployable mechanisms was introduced by Wei
and Dai [21]. In [22], a family of reconfigurable DPMs was designed, using parallelogram
mechanisms. Based on the work in [24], Wang et al [23] proposed a novel construction
method to design single-loop foldable 8R mechanisms with multiple modes.
In our previous work [25-26], a family of DPMs with multiple modes connected by
single-loop linkages using spherical (S) joints was presented. Unlike the multi-mode
deployable mechanisms in the literature, which have very complicated structures, no
parallelogram mechanisms or variable joints are used. This paper is to propose a novel
method to design deployable multi-mode mechanisms using RRR units. The S joints in [2526] will be replaced by RRR chains not equivalent to S joints, considering the S joints are
2
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not easy to manufacture and assemble. Besides, by removing three of the RRR chains, the
DPMs can obtain additional motion modes. Single-loop linkages, such as Bricard linkage,
8R linkage and 10R linkage are first built. Then the loops are developed into multi-loop
polyhedron mechanisms. Several of the DPMs have multiple motion modes and can
switch modes through transition configurations.
This paper is organized as follows: the single-loop linkages are constructed in
Section 2. Section 3 discusses the prism mechanisms based on the single-loop linkages
and the polyhedron mechanisms are described in Section 4. Sections 5 develops the prism
mechanisms into mechanisms with more motion modes by removing specific RRR chains.
Finally, conclusions are drawn.

2 SINGLE-LOOP LINKAGES CONSTRUCTED USING RRR TRIANGLE UNIT

To construct DPMs, a symmetric RRR (compositional) unit is first introduced. In a
symmetric RRR unit, the adjacent R joints axes are perpendicular to each other and the
two links have equal size (Fig. 1). The characteristics and analysis of the unit have been
given in [27].
There are two types of units, including unit I with triangle links for constructing
single-loop linkages [Fig. 1(a)], and unit II with straight links for connecting the single-loop
linkages [Fig. 1(b)]. R1 and R3 are always symmetric about the plane defined by the joint
axis of R2 and the intersection of the axes of R1 and R3. As described in [25], the adjacent
R joints can be with arbitrary twist angles. The orthogonal unit, which is the most practical
one, is just an example to illustrate the construction method.
3
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Figure 2 shows one case of Bricard linkages obtained by connecting three units I.
The linkage is axisymmetric about the line that passes through the intersection of the axes
of R2, R4 and R6 and is perpendicular to the plane defined by the three R joints in the initial
posture. The mechanism has 1-DOF and can be deployed outward [Fig. 2(b)] and inward
[Fig. 2(c)].
When connecting four units I, an 8R linkage can be obtained (Fig. 3). The 8R linkage
has multiple motion modes, including a spatial 8R linkage mode, spatial 6R linkage modes
(locking R2 and R6, or R4 and R8), spherical 4R linkage modes (immobilizing R1, R3, R5 and
R7, or R2, R4, R6 and R8 during the deploying process), a planar 4R linkage mode
(immobilizing R2, R4, R6 and R8 in the initial state), and folding modes [locking R1, R2, R3,
R5, R6 and R7 in the initial posture]. In the rest of the paper, additional constraints are
imposed on the linkage. In a deployable mechanism composed of the 8R kinematic chain,
there only exist a 1-DOF deploying mode [Figs. 3(b-c)], a 1-DOF planar 4R linkage mode
[Fig. 3(d)], and a 1-DOF spherical 4R linkage mode due to the constraints imposed on the
8R kinematic chain by the deployable mechanism (see Section 3 for details).
Similarly, the 10R kinematic chain in a deployable mechanism has only a 1-DOF
deploying mode [Figs. 4(b-c)] and a 2-DOF planar 5R linkage mode [Fig. 4(d)].

3 PRISM MECHANISMS

3.1 Prism Mechanisms Based on Bricard Linkages

4
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The prism mechanism in Fig. 5 is constructed by connecting two identical Bricard
linkages using six RRR kinematic chains (unit II). The construction process is shown in Fig.
6(a). In the initial state [Fig. 5(a)], the joint axes of R1 and R1’ coincide, and the first and
the third R joints in each RRR chain are parallel.
The prism mechanism has 1-DOF and can be deployed outward and inward, as
shown in Figs. 5(b-c). R2, R2’ and the three R joints in RRR chain 1 and those in RRR chain
2 form a spatial 8R linkage, so do R1, R1’, the three joints of RRR chain 1 and those in RRR
chain 6. The joint axes of R11, R22, R33, R44, R55 and R66 (the second R joints within the
chains) are always on the same plane (refers to the mirror plane) and the six R joints form
a semi-regular hexagon, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Among the six R joints, R11, R33, and R55
form an equilateral triangle, whose side length varies when deploying the mechanism.
A double-layer prism mechanism is also constructed using two prism mechanisms
in Fig. 5(a), as shown in Fig. 7. The upper prism mechanism deploys outward with the
lower prism mechanism deploying inward [Fig. 7(b)] and the upper prism mechanism
deploys inward with the lower prism mechanism deploying outward [Fig. 7(c)].

3.2 Prism Mechanisms Based on 8R/10R Linkages

Joining two 8R linkages using eight RRR chains, leads to a quadrangular prism
mechanism, as shown in Fig. 8. In the initial state, the mechanism is in the shape of a
regular quadrangular prism, the joint axes of R1, R3, R5 and R7 of the upper 8R linkage and
the corresponding R joints of the lower 8R linkage are collinear.
5
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Like the prism mechanism above, the mechanism has a 1-DOF deploying mode, as
shown in Figs. 8(b-c). Through the singular position (the initial posture), the mechanism
can switch into the 1-DOF planar 4R linkage mode, as shown in Fig. 8(d). Compared with
the multi-mode deployable mechanisms in the literature, the mechanism has a very
simple structure and light weight.
Now it will be verified that the quadrangular prism mechanism has only 1-DOF.
Since the mechanism is always symmetric about the mirror plane, the mechanism is cut
in half to facilitate the analysis (Fig. 9). For convenience, the mechanism is called a virtualplane-constrained 8R linkage. First, the joint axes of R11 and R33 are constrained on the
mirror plane, the linkage is equivalent to the mechanism in Fig. 10(a). Assume that the
axis of R11 is fixed on the plane, R33 has a translational DOF on the plane. The DOF of the
linkage can be calculated using the conventional formula for DOF (see [28, 29] for
example).
𝑀 = 6(𝑞 − 𝑝) + ∑𝑝𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 = 6 × (11 − 13) + 8 + 2 + 3 = 1

(1)

where M, q, p, and fi respectively represent the mobility of the mechanism, the
number of links, the number of joints and the freedom of the ith joint.
When additional Rii are constrained on the plane, the 8R linkage becomes overconstrained. Figure 10(b) shows the configuration in which R55 and R77 are also
constrained on the mirror plane. The DOF of the virtual-plane-constrained orthogonal 8R
linkage is still one due to the symmetry characteristics of the linkage.
The virtual-plane-constrained orthogonal 8R linkage has three 1-DOF modes,
including 1) spatial mode [deploying mode, as shown in Fig. 9(a)], in which R11, R22, R33,
6
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R44, R55, R66, R77 and R88 form a semi-regular octagon, and R11, R33, R55 and R77 form a
square, 2) planar 4R linkage mode [Fig. 9(b)], when R11//R22//R55//R66, and 3) spherical 4R
linkage mode [Fig. 9(c), discussed in section 5].
Like the 8R linkage, the virtual-plane-constrained 10R/12R linkages also have one
DOF when deployed. The sketch of the virtual-plane-constrained orthogonal 10R/12R
linkages with five and six R joints constrained on the plane are shown in Fig. 11.
Using the construction method, countless prism mechanisms can be obtained by
connecting single-loop linkages using RRR chains. Figure 12 shows the pentagonal prism
mechanism constructed by two 10R linkages using ten RRR chains. The mechanism has
two modes, including a 1-DOF deploying mode [Figs. 12(b-c)] and a 2-DOF planar 5R
linkage mode [Fig. 12(d)].

4 POLYHEDRON MECHANISMS

In this section, polyhedron mechanisms will be constructed by inserting singleloop linkages into the faces of the polyhedrons. A tetrahedron mechanism constructed
using four Bricard linkages and twelve RRR chains is presented in Fig. 13(a). The
mechanism can deploy inward and outward, as shown in Figs. 13(b-c).
Using six 8R linkages and twenty-four RRR chains, a rhombohedron mechanism is
assembled. Apart from the 1-DOF deploying mode [Figs. 14(b-c)], the mechanism has a 3DOF parallelepiped mechanism [30] mode [Fig. 14(d)]. The two modes can achieve
transitions through the singular position, i.e., the initial state.
7
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A dodecahedron mechanism is also designed by connecting twelve 10R linkages,
as shown in Fig. 15.

5 VARIATIONS OF PRISM MECHANISMS

In this section, variations of the prism mechanisms in Section 3 will be obtained by
removing some of the RRR chains to obtain an additional motion mode and reduce link
interference.

5.1 Prism Mechanisms with Half the Number of RRR Chains I

The mechanism constructed by two Bricard linkages using three RRR chains
(removing chains 1, 3 and 5 in Fig. 5) is shown in Fig. 16(a). R22, R44 and R66 are always on
the same plane and form an equilateral triangle [Fig. 16(b)]. Apart from the deploying
mode [Figs. 17(b-c)], the mechanism has a 1-DOF rotation mode, in which the upper
platform rotates around the central line of the mechanism while deploying, as shown in
Fig. 17(d) (it is noted the lower Bricard linkage also deploys within a small range). In this
case, the mechanism is not symmetric about the mirror plane anymore. The mechanism
can further deform into the configurations shown in Figs. 17(e) and (f) by rotating the
lower platform around the opposite direction. Since there is no interference between the
adjacent RRR chains, the mechanism can be folded by deploying outward, as shown in
Fig. 17(g). Then it can be further deployed into the posture in Fig. 17(h).
8
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To the best knowledge of the authors, among all the deployable mechanisms with
multiple modes in the literature, this mechanism has the simplest structure. Besides, it is
the first 1-DOF mechanism that is composed of Bricard linkages and has multiple modes.
Connecting two 8R linkages using four RRR chains, leads to a quadrangular prism
mechanism with four motion modes. The same as the mechanism in Fig. 8, the
mechanism with four RRR chains can also be deployed through two ways and has a planar
4R linkage mode [Figs. 18(b-c)]. Besides, it has an additional rotation mode, in which the
two 8R linkages do not deploy synchronously [Fig. 18(d)]. In addition, during the deploying
process, the mechanism can turn into the configuration in Fig. 18(e). Through this
configuration, the mechanism can switch into the spherical 4R linkage mode, as shown in
Fig. 18(f). The two 8R linkages move synchronously and both behave as the spherical 4R
linkages.
Similarly, connecting two 10R linkages with five RRR chains, as shown in Fig. 19,
the pentagonal prism mechanism also obtains an additional 1-DOF rotation mode [Fig.
19(d)], apart from the deploying mode and the planar 5R linkage mode [Figs. 19(b-c)].

5.2 Prism Mechanisms with Half the Number of RRR Chains II

When removing chains 2, 3 and 5 in Fig. 5, the prism mechanism obtained (Fig.
20) also has 1-DOF. Apart from the deploying mode [Fig. 20(b)], the mechanism has a
bending mode, as shown in Figs. 20(c-d). The mechanism in this mode is symmetric about
the mirror plane and is not line-symmetric. Similarly, removing chains 1, 2 and 3 results
9
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in another mechanism with a 1-DOF deploying mode [Fig. 21(b)] and a 1-DOF bending
mode [Figs. 21(c-d)].

6 CONCLUSIONS

A novel construction method has been proposed to construct DPMs with multiple
modes. Using symmetric spatial RRR compositional units, single-loop linkages such as
Bricard linkage, 8R linkage and 10R linkage are first built, and DPMs are then obtained by
connecting these single-loop linkages using type II symmetric spatial RRR compositional
units. The DPMs have only 1-DOF when deployed and can be deployed inward and
outward. The mechanisms based on 8R and 10R linkages and the one constructed by
connecting two Bricard linkages using three RRR chains have multiple modes and can
switch modes through transition positions.
In the future, detailed kinematic and mobility analysis of these mechanisms,
including the variable-DOF mechanisms, will be investigated. The deploying ratio of the
DPMs would be significantly increased by optimizing the structures of the mechanisms
(such as offsetting the R joints) or fabricating the R joints using soft materials. The DPMs
have potential applications for education, entertainment and decorations. The prism
mechanisms have potential applications as grippers and the one with multiple layers can
be applied to the fall protection system. The aerospace applications will also be explored.
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Figure Captions List
Fig. 1

RRR triangle units

Fig. 2

Orthogonal Bricard linkage constructed using RRR units

Fig. 3

Orthogonal 8R linkage constructed using RRR units

Fig. 4

Orthogonal 10R linkage constructed using RRR units

Fig. 5

Prism mechanism connected by Bricard linkages using six RRR chains

Fig. 6

Construction of prism mechanism connected by Bricard linkages using six
RRR chains

Fig. 7

Double-layer prism mechanism based on Bricard linkages

Fig. 8

Quadrangular prism mechanism connected by 8R linkages using eight RRR
chains

Fig. 9

The virtual-plane-constrained 8R linkage

Fig. 10

Sketch of the virtual-plane-constrained orthogonal 8R linkages

Fig. 11

Sketch of the virtual-plane-constrained orthogonal 10R/12R linkages

Fig. 12

Pentagonal prism mechanism constructed by 10R linkages using ten RRR
chains

Fig. 13

Tetrahedron mechanism based on Bricard linkages

Fig. 14

Rhombohedron mechanism based on 8R linkages

Fig. 15

Dodecahedron mechanism based on 10R linkages
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Construction of prism mechanism connected by Bricard linkages using
three RRR chains

Fig. 17

Prism mechanism constructed by Bricard linkages using three RRR chains

Fig. 18

Quadrangular prism mechanism constructed by 8R linkages using four RRR
chains

Fig. 19

Pentagonal prism mechanism constructed by 10R linkages using five RRR
chains

Fig. 20

Variation of the prism mechanism constructed by Bricard linkages using
three symmetric RRR chains I

Fig. 21

Variation of the prism mechanism constructed by Bricard linkages using
three symmetric RRR chains II
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 RRR triangle units: (a) unit I with triangle links; and (b) unit II with straight links
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 Orthogonal Bricard linkage constructed using RRR units: (a) initial posture; (b)
outward deploying; and (c) inward deploying
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3 Orthogonal 8R linkage constructed using RRR units: (a) initial posture; (b) outward
deploying; (c) inward deploying; and (d) planar 4R linkage mode
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4 Orthogonal 10R linkage constructed using RRR units: (a) initial posture; (b) outward
deploying; (c) inward deploying; and (d) planar 5R linkage mode
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5 Prism mechanism connected by Bricard linkages using six RRR chains: (a) initial
posture; (b) outward deploying; and (c) inward deploying
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(b)

Fig. 6 Construction of prism mechanism connected by Bricard linkages using six RRR
chains: (a) construction process; and (b) the symmetry of the mechanism
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7 Double-layer prism mechanism based on Bricard linkages: (a) initial posture; (b)
outward deploying; and (c) inward deploying;
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8 Quadrangular prism mechanism connected by 8R linkages using eight RRR chains:
(a) initial posture; (b) outward deploying; (c) inward deploying; and (d) planar 4R linkage
mode
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9 The virtual-plane-constrained 8R linkage: (a) spatial mode; (b) planar 4R linkage
mode; and (c) spherical 4R linkage mode
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(b)

Fig. 10 Sketch of the virtual-plane-constrained orthogonal 8R linkage: (a) two R joints are
constrained on the plane; and (b) four R joints are constrained on the plane
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(a)
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(b)

Fig. 11 Sketch of the virtual-plane-constrained orthogonal 10R/12R linkages: (a) 10R
linkage; and (b) 12R linkage
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 12 Pentagonal prism mechanism constructed by 10R linkages using ten RRR chains:
(a) initial posture; (b) outward deploying; (c) inward deploying; and (d) planar 5R linkage
mode
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13 Tetrahedron mechanism based on Bricard linkages: (a) initial posture; (b) outward
deploying; and (c) inward deploying
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 14 Rhombohedron mechanism based on 8R linkages: (a) initial posture; (b) outward
deploying; (c) inward deploying; and (d) 3-DOF parallelepiped mechanism mode
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 15 Dodecahedron mechanism based on 10R linkages: (a) initial posture; (b) outward
deploying; and (c) inward deploying
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 16 Construction of prism mechanism connected by Bricard linkages using three RRR
chains: (a) construction process; and (b) the symmetry of the mechanism
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 17 Prism mechanism constructed by Bricard linkages using three RRR chains: (a) initial
posture; (b) outward deploying; (c) inward deploying; (d-f) rotation mode; and (g-h)
folded posture
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 18 Quadrangular prism mechanism constructed by 8R linkages using four RRR chains:
(a) initial state; (b) deploying mode; (c) planar 4R linkage mode; (d) rotation mode; (e)
deploying mode↔spherical 4R linkage mode; and (f) spherical 4R linkage mode
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 19 Pentagonal prism mechanism constructed by 10R linkages using five RRR chains:
(a) initial posture; (b) deploying mode; (c) planar 5R linkage mode; and (d) rotation mode
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 20 Variation of the prism mechanism constructed by Bricard linkages using three
symmetric RRR chains I: (a) initial posture; (b) deploying mode; and (c-d) bending mode
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 21 Variation of the prism mechanism constructed by Bricard linkages using three
symmetric RRR chains II: (a) initial posture; (b) deploying mode; and (c-d) bending mode
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